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Cracking the coding interview python answers
This is a Python solution for the book Cracking the Coding Interview, 6th Edition by Gayle Laakmann McDowell. How to use? To run the programs, use the Python ChapterX/filename.py command. The test cases are included in the solution files. Page 2 View 119 Star 2.6k Fork 1k You are not currently performing that action. You're signed in with a different tab or window. Reload
to refresh your session. You've opted out of another tab or window. Reload to refresh your session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how to use GitHub.com so we can build better products. Learn more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how to use GitHub.com so we can build better products. Always update your selection by
clicking Cookie Preferences at the bottom of the page. See our privacy statement for more information. We use essential cookies to perform essential website functions, for example to sign up. More information Always active We use analytics cookies to understand how you use our websites so we can make them better, for example to collect information about the pages you visit
and how many clicks you need to perform a task. More information So, start studying for interviews now. I've heard Kraken's coding interview is the book read. Problem is, I do not know in what language it is explained and I'm guessing it's not in python? If so, is there a good explanation for the problems in python by chance? Or an exact version of that book, but in Python? I
thought Python is the best language to study for because syntax is the easiest out of most languages. Anyway, thanks if anyone knows anything about this.PS: Yes, I can Google this and find github pages. But I honestly don't know the quality of those pages. Looking for something that is heavily used and verified as correct code examples. Page 2 9 comments This repository
contains Python solutions to the problems in the sixth edition of Cracking the Coding Interview by Gayle Lackmann McDowell. Please note that there are many other solutions available at CareerCup. The problems 4 and 8 of Chapter 7 are particularly noteworthy. Problem 4 you park cars, and problem 8 offers a simple Othello bot. You play against the Othello bot with python 08othello.py play. Good luck! Some of these solutions can be asymptotically slower than the official solutions. Report any errors you find! At least one (8.11 coins2) is asymptotically faster than the solution in the book. Page 2 View 22 Star 597 Fork 305 You are not currently performing that action. You're signed in with a different tab or window. Reload to refresh your session. You've
opted out of another tab or window. Reload to update your session We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how to use GitHub.com so we can build better products. Learn more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how to use GitHub.com so we can build better products. You Update your selection by clicking Cookie Preferences at the
bottom of the page. See our privacy statement for more information. We use essential cookies to perform essential website functions, for example to sign up. More information Always active We use analytics cookies to understand how you use our websites so we can make them better, for example to collect information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to
perform a task. Learn more Free Python course with 25 projects (coupon code: DATAFLAIR_PYTHON) Start Now Python Programming Interview Questions and Answers – Prepare with DataFlair's Python Interview Series This is the second part of our Python Programming Interview Questions and Answers Series, soon we will publish more. Like our other parts of python
programming interview questions, this part is also divided into further subcategories. The reason we do is allow you to practice all types of Python Interview Questions along with their answers. Here's how I divided these Python coding interview questions for experience - Python Project Related Interview Questions Top Python Programming Interview Questions Technical Python
Programming Interview Questions Python Data Science Interview Questions Python Data Science Interview Questions Advanced Python Programming Interview Questions Python OOPS Interview Python Programming Interview Questions Python Programming Interview Questions for Testers Python Framework Interview Questions Often Asked Python Coding Interview Questions
So , without wasting time let's start with our first category that python project-related interview questions and answers. Python Project Related-Interview Questions and Answers If you are experienced then definitely you have been working on projects and this is the only tool that can drive the interview to your side. Let's get the most important python interview questions for
experienced investigations. Q.1. What classifications have you used for your projects? An MLPClassifier is a Multi-Layer Perceptron Classifier. It optimizes the log-loss function using the LBFGS or stochastic gradient descent. It's a feedforward ANN model. This is different from the SVM or Naive Bayes algorithms in that it has an internal neural network for classification. Along with
the librosa and soundfile libraries, I used the MLPClassifier from the Sklearn library to perform speech emotion recognition with Python. I used a softmax classifier to detect the presence of the IDC (Invasive Ductal Carcinoma) breast cancer. This rating gets the probableties for each class label. This is very often used as SVM. The softmax classifier is a generalization of binary
logistics regression to multiple classes. The XGBClassifier is the XGBoost model for classification. I used it to classify between healthy patients and people with the disease Parkinson- it uses eXtreme Gradient Stimulating and falls under the category of Ensemble Learning in ML. Predicting training and forecasting many models, it produces one superior output. To track fake news
with Python, I used the PassiveAggressiveClassifier. Such online learning algorithms that remain passive for a correct classification result, but become aggressive when there is a miscalculation. This allows it to be updated and modified. No such algorithm converges. Q.2. Why did you choose OpenCV for your project on gender and age detection? What helped you make the
decision? OpenCV is a very popular library for computer vision, and is also powerful. I chose it for my project on gender and age detection because it had the tools needed for my project. It had the following advantages: Free Fast and written in C/C+ + Low RAM Usage (MATLAB has a lot of resources) Portable When I had to choose between OpenCV and MATLAB, however, the
latter had some advantages over the former: Since OpenCV has a flann library of its own, it can create conflict when using OpenCV with PCL There may be memory leaks] OpenCV has no IDE as MATLAB does Eventually I found OpenCV better suited to my project, and chose to continue with it. Q.3. What ratio did you choose to divide your dataset into training and test sets? A
classification needs us to divide a dataset into training and test sets. The ratio is very important because it can affect the accuracy of the model. If we have little training data, the parameters estimations will have a greater variance. And if we have a few test data, the performance metric will have a greater variance. Depending on the purpose and size of the dataset, we typically split
the dataset into 60% to 80% for training and 40% to 20% for testing. For most projects I used a ratio of 80:20. However, for the project on breast cancer classification, I used 10% of that 80% of the training set for validation. The performance of a model may depend on the values of the parameters. I used the training set to train the model and validation set to evaluate the model's
performance for different combinations of hyperparameter values, so I could figure out which one was best. Q.4. Why did you use config.py for this breast cancer classification project? I have a config file for this project to keep each setting in one place. This made it easy to change the settings once and for all. This kept the path to the input dataset and the base path. It also tracked
the relative paths to the training, validation and test sets. So if the basic path was datasets/idc, it was training path datasets/idc/training. It also mentioned the relative size of the training and validation series, which were 0.8 and 0.1 respectively. Q.5. How was your experience with the My favorite thing about XGBoost is that it's scalable. I used it for the project on detecting
Parkinson's disease. It is also simple and efficient, and delivers high performance and accuracy compared to some other algorithms. In the many projects I've tried before, I found it delivered some of the the Results. It is fast and has a Python API that makes its installation easier. It gives me access to scarce datasets and is versatile. One thing I didn't like about it is the
documentation. It wasn't very clear with its APIs and examples. Q.6 What challenges were you facing in your best Python projects? Which algorithm to use was a challenge to figure out. Since the algorithm you use can affect the accuracy of your model, it's always a task to decide which algorithms and concepts you want to use together. Also, managing the changes to the code
was difficult, and that taught me the importance of version control. It was also important to make my code readable and easily customizable. Top Python Programming interview questions Q.7. What do you know about palindrome? Can you implement one in Python? A palindrome is a sentence, a word or a sequence that reads the same way forward and backward. An example of
this will be pip! An example of such a sentence is 'nurses walk'. Let's implement it, shall we? &gt;&gt;&gt; def isPalindroom(string): left,right=0,len(string)-1 while right&gt;=left: if not string[left]==string[right]: return false left+=1;right-=1 return True &gt;&gt;&gt; isPalindrome('redrum murder') True &gt;&gt;&gt; isPalindrome('CC.') False Well, there are other ways to do this too. Let's try
using an iterator. &gt;&gt;&gt; def isPalindrome(string): left,right=iter(string),iter(string[:-1]) i=0 while i&lt;len(string) := if= next(left)!=next(right): return= false= i+=1 return= true=&gt;&gt;&gt; isPalindrome('redrum murder') True &gt;&gt;&gt; isPalindrome('CC.') False &gt;&gt;&gt; isPalindrome(CCC.) False &gt;&gt;&gt; isPalindrome('CCC') True Q.8. What do you mean by *args and
**kwargs? In cases where we don't know how many arguments will be passed on to a feature, such as when we want to pass a list or a tuple of values, we use *args. &gt;&gt;&gt; def func(*args): for i in args: print(i) &gt;&gt;&gt; func(3,2,1,4,7) 3 2 1 4 7 **kwargs takes keyword arguments if we don't know how many there will be. &gt;&gt;&gt; def func(**kwargs): for i in kwargs:
print(i,kwargs[i]) &gt;&gt;&gt; func(a=1,b=2,c=7) a.1 b.2 c.7 The words args and kwargs are a convention, and we can use everything in place. Q.9. What is a lockdown in Python? A closure in Python is said to occur when a nested function refers to a value in the bounding range. The whole point here is that it remembers the value. &gt;&gt;&gt; def A(x): def B(): print(x) return B
&gt;&gt;&gt; A(7)() 7 Q.10. Are these explanations optimal? If not, optimize them. word='word' print (word.__len__()) No, these are not optimal. Let's check the manual for this. &gt;&gt;&gt; help(str.__len__) Help with wrapper_descriptor: return __len__(self), /) Len(itself). __len__ is wrapper descriptor which in turn makes a call to len(). So why not skip the work and do just that
instead? The optimal solution: &gt;&gt;&gt; word='word' &gt;&gt;&gt; len(word) 4 Q.11. What is the iterator protocol? The Python iterator protocol states that we need to use two functions to build an iterator- iter() and next(). iter()- Next()- Repeat Iterate to the next element &gt;&gt;&gt; a=iter([2,4,6,8,10]) &gt;&gt;&gt; &lt;/len(string)&gt; &lt;/len(string)&gt; 2 &gt;&gt;&gt; next a) 4
&gt;&gt;&gt; next(a) 6 &gt;&gt;&gt; next(a) 8 &gt;&gt;&gt; next(a) 10 &gt;&gt;&gt; next(a) Traceback (most recent call last): File &lt;pyshell#31&gt;, rule 1, in &lt;module&gt;next(a) StopIteration Q.12. What is tuple unpacking? Let's say we have a tuple nums=(1,2,3). We can extract the values in variables a, b and c. So &gt;&gt;&gt; &gt;&gt;&gt; a,b,c=nums &gt;&gt;&gt; a 1
&gt;&gt;&gt; b 2 &gt;&gt;&gt; c 3 Q.13 &gt;&gt; a,b,c=c=numes. What will be the next code output? &gt;&gt;&gt; a=1 &gt;&gt;&gt; a,b=a+1,a+1 &gt;&gt;&gt; a,b Output is (2, 2). This code increases the value of one by 1 and assigns it to both a and b. This is because this is a simultaneous statement. The following code gives us the same: &gt;&gt;&gt; a=1 &gt;&gt; b,a+1,a+1
&gt;&gt;&gt; a,b (2, 2) Q.14. What is a frozen set in Python? First, let's discuss what a set is. A set is a collection of items, where there can be no duplicates. A set has also not been ordered. &gt;&gt;&gt; myset={1,3,2,2} &gt;&gt;&gt; myset {1, 2, 3} This means we cannot index it. &gt;&gt;&gt; myset[0] Traceback (most recent call last): File &lt;pyshell#197&gt;, rule 1, in
&lt;module&gt;myset[0] TypeError: 'set' object does not support indexing A set is mutable. A frozen set is immutable. This means we can't change her values. This also makes it eligible to be used as a key for a dictionary. &gt;&gt;&gt; myset=frozenset([1,3,2,2]) &gt;&gt;&gt; myset frozenset({1, 2, 3}) &gt;&gt;&gt; type(myset) &lt;class 'frozenset'=&gt;Before you explore the next
category, let me know (via comments) how many questions you have answered yourself from the above interview questions for programming toppython. Python Technical Interview Questions Q.15. When you leave Python, is all the memory assigned? Python abandoned all but: modules with circular references Objects referenced from global namespaces Parts of the memory
reserved by the C library Q.16. What is the Dogpile effect? In the event that the cache expires, which happens when a customer hits a website with multiple requests, we call it dogpile effect. To prevent this, we can use a semaphore lock. When the value expires, the first process acquires the lock and then begins to generate the new value. Q.17. Explain waste collection with
Python. The following points are worth nothing to the garbage collector with CPython- Python keeps a count of how many references there are to each object in memory When a reference count drops to zero, it means the object is dead and Python can free the memory it has assigned to that object The collector searches reference cycles and clears them on Python uses heuristic
garbage to speed up collection created objects may just as well be dead The garbage collector assigns generations to each object as it is created It first treats the younger generations. Q.18. How are you going to use Python to read a random line from a file? For this we can borrow the method of choice() from the random module. &gt;&gt;&gt; random &gt;&gt;
lines=open('tabs.txt')read().splitlines() &gt;&gt;&gt; random.choice(lines) ' We's restart the IDLE and do this&lt;/class&gt; &lt;/module&gt; &lt;/pyshell#197&gt; &lt;/module&gt; &lt;/pyshell#31&gt; &gt;&gt;&gt; random &gt;&gt; lines=open('tabs.txt')read().splitlines() &gt;&gt;&gt; random.choice(lines) ' &gt;&gt;&gt; random.choice(lines) ' &gt;&gt;&gt; random.choice(lines) ' &gt;&gt;&gt;
random.choice(lines) ' Q.19. What is JSON? Briefly describe how you would convert JSON data to Python data? JSON stands for JavaScript Object Notation. It is a very popular data format and stores data in NoSQL databases. JSON is generally built on the following two structures: A collection &lt;name,value&gt; pairs An ordered list of values. Python supports JSON parsers. In
fact, JSON-based data appears internally as a dictionary in Python. To convert JSON data into Python data, we use the load() function of the JSON module. Q.20. Distinguish between the methods split(), sub() and subn() of the remodule. The re module is what we have for processing regular expressions with Python. Let's talk about the three methods we mentioned- split()- This
uses a regex pattern to split a string into a list sub()- This looks for all the substrings where the regex pattern matches, and replaces them with another string subn ()- Just like sub(), this returns the new string and the number of replacements made Q.21. How would you display the contents of a file in reverse order? Let's go to the desktop first. For this we use the chdir()
function/method form the os module. &gt;&gt;&gt; import os &gt;&gt;&gt; os.chdir('C:\\Users\\lifei\\\Desktop') The file we're going to use for this is Today.txt, and it has the following content: OS, DBMS, DS, ADA HTML, CSS, jQuery, JavaScript Python, C++, Java This sem's subjects Debugger itertools container Let's read the contents into a list, and then call it reversed() on:
&gt;&gt;&gt; for line in reversed('Today.txt'): print(line.rstrip()) container itertools Debugger These sem's topics Python, C++, Java HTML, CSS, jQuery, JavaScript OS, DBMS, DS, ADA Without the rs(), we would get blank lines between outputs. Q.22. When you leave Python, is all the memory assigned? The answer here is no. The modules with circular references to other objects
or objects referenced from global namespaces are not always released when leaving Python. In addition, it is impossible to de-assign parts of the memory reserved by the C library. Before you start answering more Python Interview Questions, I advise you to save the information for Python Career Opportunities Python Programming Library Interview Questions Q.23. Can I
dynamically load a module in Python? Dynamic loading is where we don't load a module until we get it Have. This is slow, but let us use the memory more efficiently. In Python you use the import lib module: importlib module = importlib.import_module('my_package.my_module') Q.24. What's speech_recognition? Is this ship standard with Python? Speech_recognition is a library
for &lt;/name,value&gt; &lt;/name,value&gt; the task of recognizing speech with Python. This is an integral part of AI. No, this does not come standard with Python. We need to download the PyPI and install it manually using pip. Score High in Interview - Don't forget to practice speech emotion recognition python project with source code Q.25. How would you generate any number
in Python? To generate any number, we import the random() function from the random module. &gt;&gt;&gt; random import random &gt;&gt;&gt; random() 0.7931961644126482 Let's ask for help for this. &gt;&gt;&gt; help(random) Help on built-in random: random (...) method of random. Random instance random() -&gt; x at interval [0, 1). This means that it will return a random
number equal to or greater than 0, and less than 1. We can also use the edgeint() function. Two arguments are needed to indicate a range from which any integer can be returned. &gt;&gt;&gt; of random import randint &gt;&gt;&gt; randint(2,7) 6 &gt;&gt;&gt; randint(2,7) 5 &gt;&gt;&gt; randint(2,7) 7 &gt;&gt;&gt; randint(2,7) 6 &gt;&gt;&gt; randint(2,7) 2 Q.26. How do you store an
image locally using the URL address? For this we use the urllib module. &gt;&gt;&gt; urllib.request &gt;&gt;&gt; urllib.request.urlretrieve( s900-mo-c-c0xffffffff-rj-k-no', dataflair.jpg) (dataflair.jpg, &lt;http.client.HTTPMessage object= at= at= 0x02e90770=&gt;) You then go to your Python's location and confirm it. Now, on the way to the next category that Python Programs Interview
Questions and Answers for Developers. Python Programming interview questions for developer Q.27. Optionally, what statements do you include under a try-except block? We have two: otherwise- To execute a piece of code when the try-block makes no exception. finally- To execute a piece of code, regardless of whether there is an exception. &gt;&gt;&gt; try: print(Hello) except:
print(Sorry) otherwise: print(Oh then) finally: print (Bye) Hello Oh then Bye Q.28. you explain the filter(), map() and reduce() functions? Let's look at these Python features. filter()- This feature allows us to maintain the values that conform to a certain conditional logic. Let's take an example. &gt;&gt;&gt; set (filter(lambda x:x&gt;4, range(7))) {5, 6} This filters into elements from 0 to 6
that are larger than the number 4. card()- This function applies a function to each element in the iterable. &gt;&gt;&gt; set (map(lambda x:x**3, range(7))) {0, 1, 64, 8, 216, 27, 125} Calculates the cube for each element in range 0 to 6 and stored it in a set. reduce()- This function reduces a sequence pair-wise, repeatedly until we arrive at a single value. &gt;&gt;&gt; reduce(lambda
x,y:y-x, 3 Let's understand this: 2-1=1 3-1=2 4-2=2 5-2=3 Hence, 3. Q.29. How do you share global variables between modules? To do this for modules within a single program, we make a special module and then import the config module into all modules of our application. This allows the module to be global for all modules. Learn Python Modules in detail Q.30. List of pdb
&lt;/http.client.HTTPMessage&gt; &lt;/http.client.HTTPMessage&gt; Some PDB commands are: &lt;b&gt; — Add Breakpoint &lt;c&gt; — Resume Execution — &lt;s&gt; Step-by-step Debug — Step by step &lt;n&gt; move to next line &lt;l&gt; — List Source Code &lt;p&gt; — Print an expression Q.31. What command do we use to debug a Python program? To start debugging, we
first open the command prompt and go to the location where the file is located. Microsoft Windows [Version 10.0.16299.248] (c) 2017 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. C:\Users\lifei&gt; CD Desktop C:\Users\lifei\Desktop&gt; Then we run the following command (for file try.py): C:\Users\lifei\Desktop&gt;python -m pdb try.py &gt; c:\users\lifei\desktop\try.py(1)&lt;module&gt;
() -&gt; for i in range(5): (Pdb) Then we can start debugging. Q.32. What is Tkinter? Tkinter is a famous Python library that lets you create a GUI. It supports a variety of GUI tools and widgets such as buttons, labels, text boxes, radio buttons and more. These tools and widgets have features such as dimensions, colors, fonts, colors, and more. You also import the tkinter module.
&gt;&gt;&gt; import tkinter &gt;&gt;&gt; top=tkinter. Tk() Creates a new window for you: Creates a window titled My Game. You place your widgets on this. Python Data Science Interview Questions Q.33. What is the process of calculating percentiles with NumPy? Please refer to the code below. &gt;&gt;&gt; import numpy as np &gt;&gt;&gt; arr=np.array([1,2,3,4,5]) &gt;&gt;&gt;
p=np.percentile(arr,50) &gt;&gt; p 3.0 Q.34. How would you create an empty NumPy array? To create an empty array with NumPy, we have two options: a. Option 1 &gt;&gt;&gt; Import numpy &gt;&gt;&gt; numpy.array([]) array([], dtype=float64) b. Option 2 &gt;&gt;&gt; numpy.empty(shape=(0.0)) array([], shape=(0, 0), dtype=float64) Q.35. How does NumPy differ from SciPy?
We've seen them use together so far. But they have subtle differences: SciPy includes most new features NumPy has some linear algebra features SciPy holds more fully equipped versions of linear algebra modules and other numerical algorithms NumPy has compatibility as one of the essential goals; it tries to retain all the features supported by one of its predecessors NumPy
has the matrix data type and a number of basic operations: indexing, sorting, reshaping, and more Q.36. Explain that you create an empty NumPy array in Python. We discuss two methods to create NumPy array- First Method&gt;&gt;&gt; Import Numpy &gt;&gt;&gt; numpy.array([]) array([], dtype=float64) Second method-&gt;&gt;&gt; numpy.empty(shape=(0.0)) array([], shape=(0,
0), dtype=float64) To learn more advanced questions, see Python Data Science Interview questions and answers Q.37. What is monkey patching? A class or dynamic change during execution. &gt;&gt;&gt; Class A: def func(self): print(Hi) &gt;&gt;&gt; def monkey(self): print Hi, monkey &gt;&gt;&gt; m.A.func = monkey &gt;&gt;&gt; a = m.A() &gt;&gt;&gt; a.func() Hi, monkey Q.38.
How do you find in a string the first word that rhymes with 'cake'? For our purpose, we use the job search() and then use group() to get the output. &gt;&gt;&gt; import re &gt;&gt;&gt; rhyme=re.search('.ake',,'I would
&lt;/module&gt;&lt;/l&gt;&lt;/n&gt;&lt;&lt;&lt;&lt;&lt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&lt;&lt;&gt;&gt;&lt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&lt;&lt;/c&gt;&gt; &lt;/module&gt;&lt;/l&gt;&lt;/n&gt;&lt;/s&gt;&lt;/c&gt;&lt;/b&gt; a cake, but I hate to bake') &gt;&gt;&gt; rhyme.group() 'make' And as we know, the search feature() stops at the first
game. That's why we have our first rhyme on cake. Q.39. Write a regular expression that accepts an email ID. Use the re-module. &gt;&gt;&gt; import re &gt;&gt;&gt; e=re.search(r'[0-9a-zA-Z.] +@[a-zA-Z]+\. (com|co\.in)$','abc@gmail.com') &gt;&gt;&gt; e.group() 'abc@gmail.com' Q.40. What is beech and unpickling? To create portable serialized representations of Python objects,
we have the 'pickle' module. It accepts a Python object (remember, everything in Python is an object). It then converts it to a string view and uses the dump() function to dump it into a file. We call this beech. By contrast, retrieving objects from this saved string view is called unpickling. Q.41. What is the MRO in Python? MRO stands for Method Resolution Order. Speaking of
multiple inheritances, when we search for an attribute in a class, Python first searches in the current class. If found, the search is saturated. If not, it will be moved to the parent class. It follows an approach that is left to right and depth-first. It's About Child, Mother, Father, Object. We can call this order a linearization of the Child class; the rules applied are the Method Resolution
Order (MRO). We can borrow the __mro__ attribute or the mro() method to get this. Q.42. How do we create forms in Python? For this we use the cgi module; We're borrowing the FieldStorage class from it. It has the following characteristics: form.name: Name of the field. form.filename: Client-side file name for FTP transactions. form.value: Value of field as string. form.file: File
object from which data can be read. form.type: Content type. form.type_options: Options of http request's content type rule, returned as a dictionary. form.disposition: The content disposition field. form.disposition_options: Content disposition options. form.headers: All HTTP headers are returned as dictionaries. Python OOPS Interview questions and answers Q.43. Is Python callby-value or call-by-reference? Python is neither call-by-value nor call-by-reference. It's call-by-object reference. Almost everything is an object in Python. Take this example: &gt;&gt;&gt; item='milk' &gt;&gt;&gt; groceries=[] &gt;&gt;&gt; groceries.append(item) &gt;&gt;&gt; groceries ['milk'] &gt;&gt;&gt; items=groceries &gt;&gt;&gt; item='cheese' &gt;&gt;&gt; items.append(item)
&gt;&gt; item 'cheese' &gt;&gt;&gt; groceries, articles ([milk,, cheese,], [milk, cheese]) item is milk and groceries is an empty list. We add item to the list of messages; groceries is now the list ['milk']. Now we assign messages to the name items. item is now 'cheese'; let's add it to items. So now, the name item contains the 'cheese', and items is the list ['milk', 'cheese']. But now even
groceries are the list ['milk', 'cheese']. The list messages also got updated. With Python, you focus on objects, not names. It is a list object that we have adapted for both names 'messages' and 'items'. Features change values of variable objects, but only immutable: &gt;&gt;&gt; a=1 &gt;&gt;&gt; def up(num): num+=1 &gt;&gt;&gt; up(a) &gt;&gt;&gt; a 1 ------------------ -----------------&gt;&gt;&gt; a=[1] &gt;&gt;&gt; def up(list): list[0]+=1 &gt;&gt;&gt; up(a) &gt;&gt;&gt; a [2] Variables are names tied to an object, not to aliases for actual memory locations. Q.44. Why do we have to overload operators? To compare two objects, we can overload operators in Python. We understand 3&gt;2. But what is orange&gt;apple? Let's compare apples and oranges now.
&gt;&gt;&gt; fruit class: def __init__ (self,type,size): self.type='fruit' self.type=type self.size=size def __gt__(self,other): as self.size&gt;other.size: return True return False return False return False return &gt;&gt;&gt; orange=fruit('orange',7) &gt;&gt;&gt; apple=fruit('apple',8) &gt;&gt;&gt; apple&gt;orange True &gt;&gt;&gt; orange&gt;apple False Q.45. Why do we need the function
__init__() in the classes? What else helps? __init__() is what we need to initialize a class when we initiate it. Let's take an example. &gt;&gt;&gt; class orange: def __init__(self): self.color='orange' self.type='citrus' def setsize(self,size): self.size=size def show(self): print(fcolor: {self.color}, type: {self.type}, size: {self.size}) &gt;&gt;&gt; o=orange() &gt;&gt; o.setsize(7) &gt;&gt;&gt;
o.show() color: orange, type: citrus, size: 7 In this code we see that it is necessary to pass the parameter 'itself' to tell Python that it should work with this object. V.46. Does Python support interfaces like Java? No. However, Abstract Base Classes (ABCs) are a feature from the ABC module that lets us explain which methods subclasses should implement. Python has been
supporting this module since version 2.7. Q.47. What are accessories, mutators and @property? What we call getters and setters in languages like Java, we call accessories and mutators in Python. In Java, we have a user-defined class with an x property, if we have methods like getX() and setX(). In Python we have @property, which is syntactic sugar for property(). This allows
us to get and set variables without compromising the conventions. For a detailed explanation of the property, refer to Python property. Q.48. Consider multiple legacies here. Let's say class C inherits class A and B as class C(A,B). Classes A and B both have their own versions of method func(). If we call func() from a Class C object, which version is called? In our article on
Multiple Inheritance in Python we discussed the Method Resolution Order (MRO). C does not contain its own version of func(). Since the interpreter searches in a left-to-right way, he finds the method in A and does not look for it in B. Q.49. What do you mean by coercive methods? Let's say class B inherits class A. Both the method sayhello()- to each, their own version. B
overrides class A sayhello() so, when we create a Class B object, it mentions the class B version. &gt;&gt;&gt; Class A: def sayhello(self): print(Hello, I'm A) &gt;&gt;&gt; Class B(A): def sayhello(self): print(Hello, I'm B) &gt;&gt;&gt; a=A() &gt;&gt; b=B() &gt;&gt;&gt; a.sayhello() Hello, I'm a &gt;&gt;&gt; b.sayhello() Hello, I'm B Python Interview Questions and Answers for Testers.50.
How How you perform unit testing on your Python code? For this we have the module unit test in Python. It has the following members: FunctionTestCase SkipTest TestCase TestCase TestLoader TestResuite TestSuite TextTestResult TextTestResult TextTestRunner standard TestLoader expectedFailure findTestCases getTestCases installHandler main makeSuite registerResult
removeHandler removeResultf skipIf skipUnless Q.51. What is unit testing? How are you going to do in Python? This is the first level of software testing, and it focuses on testing individual units of source code. This is to make sure everything works as expected. A unit is the smallest testable part of a software and usually consists of a few inputs and a single output. For this we
have the unittest framework. This is inspired by the JUnit framework and supports test automation, installation and shutdown code sharing for tests, aggregation of tests in collections and independence from framework tests. unit test is about text fixtures, text cases, test suites and test runners. Q.52. Can you use Selenium with Python? Selenium is an open-source, widely used
testing tool that is able to automate tests on web browsers. Being open-source means there is no license fee. You write test scripts with Python or other languages such as Java, PHP, C#, Ruby, and Perl. Practice some Python Programming Interview Questions based on the frameworks. Python Framework Interview Questions Q.53. Distinguish between Django, Pyramid and
Flask. These are three main frameworks in Python. Here are the differences: We can also use Django for larger applications. It contains an ORM. Kolf is a microframework for a small platform with simpler requirements. It's ready to use and you need to use external libraries. The pyramid is for larger applications. It is flexible and you choose the database, the URL structure, the
templating style, and more. It is also heavily configurable. Q.54. Explain the inheritance styles in Django. Talking about inheritance styles, we have three possible- Abstract Basic Classes- For the parent class to keep information so we don't have to type for each child model Multi-table Inheritance- For subclassing an existing model and let each model have its own database Proxy
Models- For changing the model Python-level behavior without having to change the fields Q.55. What is Flask-WTF? Explain its characteristics. Kolf-WTF supports easy integration with WTForms. It has the following features: Integration with wtforms Global csrf protection Recaptcha supporting Internationalization integration Secure form with csrf token File upload compatible with
Flask uploads Q.56. What is Flask? Python Flask, as we've discussed before, is a web microframework for Python. It is based on the 'Work sow, Jinja 2 and good intentions' BSD license. Two of his dependencies are and Jinja2. This means that it has about no dependencies on external libraries. This allows us to make it a Framework. A session uses a signed cookie to allow the
user to view and change the content of the session. It remembers information from one request to another. However, to change a session, the user must have Flask.secret_key the secret key. Is there a question in this section that you are unable to answer? If so, then you need to review the concepts of frameworks for cracking the next Python coding interview. Most Requested
Python Coding Interview Questions and Answers Here comes the most amazing part of Python programming interview questions part 2. Below are often python coding questions that you should not miss. Check it out now - Q.57. How is multithreading achieved in Python? A thread is a lightweight process, and multithreading allows us to run multiple threads at once. As you know,
python is a multithreaded language. It has a multi-threading package. The Global Interpreter Lock (GIL) ensures that a single thread runs at the same time. A wire holds the GIL and does a little work before passing it on to the next thread. This creates an illusion of parallel execution. But in reality, it's just threaded to take turns on the CPU. Of course, all passing around adds
overhead to the execution. Q.58. How is memory managed in Python? Python has a private heap space to hold all objects and data structures. As programmers, we don't have access to it; It's the interpreter who manages it. But with the core API, we have access to a number of tools. Python memory management controls the assignment. In addition, a built-in garbage collector
recycles all unused memory so it can make it available for heap space. Q.59. What is tuple unpacking? Let's talk first about tuple packaging. It's a way to wrap a set of values in a tuple. &gt;&gt;&gt; mytuple=3,4,5 &gt;&gt;&gt; mytuple (3, 4, 5) This packaged 3, 4 and 5 in mytuple. Now we will unpack the values of the tuple in variables x, y and z. &gt;&gt;&gt; x,y,z=mytuple
&gt;&gt;&gt; x+y+z 12 Q.60. What's a name-change me? A name tuple allows us to access the elements of a tuple using a name/label. For this, we use the namedtuple() function and import it from collections. &gt;&gt;&gt; import from collections namedtuple &gt;&gt;&gt; result=namedtuple(result,'Physics Chemistry Maths') #format &gt;&gt;&gt;
Ayushi=result(Physics=86,Chemistry=95,Maths=86) #declaring the tuple &gt;&gt;&gt; Ayushi.Chemistry 95 As you can see, it allowed us to access the marks in chemistry using the chemical characteristic of object Ayushi. V.61. How do you create your own package in Python? We know that a package can contain subpackages and modules. A module is nothing but Python code.
To create our own Python package, we create a folder and create a __init__.py in. We'll leave it empty. Then we make a module(s) with whatever code we want in that package. For a detailed explanation with photos, refer to Python Packages. Q.62. You mentioned PyPI in your previous answer. Can you elaborate? Sure. PyPI is the Python Package Index. This is a repository of
software for Python. It has a collection of packages and their binary files for a wide range of applications. Here's a hint of what it looks like- Q.63. What will be the next code output? &gt;&gt;&gt; word='abcdefghij' &gt;&gt;&gt; word[:3]+word[3:] The output is abcdefghij. The first piece gives us 'abc', the next gives us 'defghij'. Q.64. Have you heard of the return keyword in Python?
Yes, I did. This keyword carries the ability to convert each function into a generator. Just like the standard efficiency keyword, but gives a generator object. It is also true that a function can observe multiple yields. &gt;&gt;&gt; def odds(n): odd=[i for i in range(n+1) if i%2!=0] for i in odd: yield i &gt;&gt;&gt; for i in odds(8): print(i) 1 3 5 7 Q.65. If a function does not have a return
statement, is it valid? Very convenient. A feature that doesn't return anything returns a None object. The return keyword does not necessarily mark the end of a function; it only ends when it is present in the function. Normally, a block code marks a function, and where it ends, the function body ends. So, this was the last category of our Python programming interview questions and
answers. I hope this helped you. If you want more python interview questions for experienced or freshers or share an interview experience with us via comments. Now, what next? Prepare your perfect Python Resume with DataFlair Tags: python coding interview askingPython developers interview askingpython interview questions for experiencedpython interview questions for
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